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Commercial & Decorative Flooring

Polyscreed Epoxy Terrazzo

Decorative terrazzo finish combining natural coloured quartz and marble to suit every designers needs.

Smooth & Patch

Universal decorative cementitious floor levelling and repair system.

Available in 12 standard colours.

Polyscreed Quartz

Attractive, coloured quartz screed with excellent abrasion and wear resistance with a satin finish. Ideal for commercial environments.

Technical Finishes (Pty) Ltd manufacture a wide range of Epoxy and Polyurethane Flooring Systems locally, using International Technology. Our factories in Gauteng and Cape Town are certified as SABS ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management Systems facilities and committed to the development of local expertise.

All specialised flooring products are supplied with back to back guarantees when using one of our approved applicators.

GAUTENG:
35 Activia Road, Activia Park, Germiston  •  P.O. Box 125, Edenvale, 1610
Tel: +27 11 822 7242  •  Fax: +27 11 822 7237  •  E-mail: infogp@technicalfinishes.com

WESTERN CAPE:
Cnr Gunners Circle & Fisher Avenue, Epping 1, Cape Town  •  P.O. Box 768, Eppindust 7475
Tel: +27 21 535 4455  •  Fax: +27 21 535 4467  E-mail: infowc@technicalfinishes.com

KWAZULU-NATAL:
41 Circuit Road, Westmead, Durban  •  P.O. Box 391, New Germany, 3610
Tel: +27 31 705 7733  •  Fax: +27 31 705 6432  •  E-mail: yvette@technicalfinishes.com

www.technicalfinishes.com
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Heavy Duty Decorative PU Screed

Polyscreed GHF Terrazzo

A unique polyurethane Terrazzo floor screeding system with customisable aggregates and colours to suit many environments. The system provides the maximum in performance flooring with a decorative and aesthetic appeal.
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FLOORING

• Industrial
• Commercial
• Residential
• Food & Beverage
• Automotive
• Packaging
• Health Care

POLYSCREED
Specialist Flooring
Commercial & Decorative Flooring

Polyscreed Epoxy Terrazzo
Decorative terrazzo finish combining natural coloured quartz and marble to suit every designer's needs.

Smooth & Patch
Universal decorative cementitious floor levelling and repair system. Available in 12 standard colours.

Polyscreed Quartz
Attractive, coloured quartz screed with excellent abrasion and wear resistance with a satin finish. Ideal for commercial environments.

Heavy Duty Decorative PU Screed

Polyscreed GHF Terrazzo
A unique polyurethane Terrazzo floor screeding system with customisable aggregates and colours to suit many environments. The system provides the maximum in performance flooring with a decorative and aesthetic appeal.

Polyscreed Quartz Colours
Custom colour combinations on request

- Neptune
- Moon
- Stardust
- Mercury
- Pluto
- Mars
- Venus
- Saturn
- Earth
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Floor Coatings

**Solidkote WB**
Water-based epoxy coating in clear or colours, offering an easy to clean cost effective, hygienic coating. Can be applied on damp substrates and can also be used for wall application.

**Solidkote PU**
Single pack gloss moisture cured polyurethane coating delivering exceptional scratch and abrasion resistance.

**Solidkote UVC**
Tough durable UV resistant and colour stable polyurethane coating for concrete or steel, clear or colours are available and can be used for wall applications.

**Solidkote Turbo WB**
Environmentally friendly, VO compliant water based polyurethane with antimicrobial additive for the food and beverage industry.

**Solidkote Impact**
Solvent free high build polyurethane with exceptional impact and crack bridging capabilities.

**Solidkote Robust**
High build abrasion resistant epoxy coating delivering high gloss, durability and chemical resistance. Available in non-slip if required.

**Solidkote Ultra Tough**
Rapid cure, impact resistant polyurethane coating. Walk on in 2 hours.

---
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**Solidflow Quartz Colours**
Custom colour combinations on request

---
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Polyscreed Polyurethane Floor Screeds

Polyscreed SL
2-3mm polyurethane self-levelling screed. Matt finish, excellent chemical resistance.

Polyscreed MD
Medium duty 4mm polyurethane self-levelling for demanding environments.

Polyscreed RT
Easy to apply “rake and trowel” between 5-6mm polyurethane screed for heavy duty applications.

Polyscreed HF
Heavy duty slip resistant 6-9mm hand trowelled polyurethane screed for wet food and beverage process areas.

Polyscreed WR
Polyurethane wall render for covings and vertical applications between 3-6mm.

Polyscreed UT
Ultra Tough polyurethane slip resistant screed textured to a profile suitable for wet and slippery environments.

Polyscreed Lockcoat
Polyurethane sealer coat for WR or rejuvenation of polyscreed screeds.

Disclaimer: The ink printed colours on this brochure are indicative colours and will vary from the actual resin colours.

Polyscreed products incorporate an antimicrobial additive based on silver ion technology.
Self-levelling Screeds

Solidflow SL 1000
Self-levelling 1mm epoxy topping offering smooth glossy, hygienic surfaces for dry process areas.

Solidflow SL 2000
Heavy duty 2mm self-levelling epoxy topping with exceptional wear and abrasion resistance. Seamless, hygienic gloss finish.

Solidflow Impact SL
Self-levelling 1-2mm polyurethane with excellent crack bridging capabilities also ideal for cold rooms and suspended floors subject to vibration and movement.

Solidflow Quartz
Self-levelling, decorative, 2-4mm epoxy floor system with a unique terrazzo quartz appearance. Ideal for commercial and industrial environments. Available in a selected range of colours with a gloss or matt finish.

Anti-static Flooring

Polyscreen MD ESD
Heavy duty PU floor to combat electrostatic activity. Solvent and chemical resistant anti-static matt finish.

Solidflow Quartz Colours
Custom colour combinations on request

- Light Grey
- Mid Grey
- Polar Mist
- Cream
- Light Blue
- Rose
- Light Beige
- Sunflower
- Light Stone
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Technical Finishes (Pty) Ltd manufacture a wide range of Epoxy and Polyurethane Flooring Systems locally, using International Technology. Our factories in Gauteng and Cape Town are certified as SABS ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management Systems facilities and committed to the development of local expertise.

All specialised flooring products are supplied with back to back guarantees when using one of our approved applicators.